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Abstract— The live virtual machine migration is the core 

feature of the virtualization that plays a dominant role in 

cloud computing. When the virtual machine is overloaded 

the local migration agents autonomously monitors the 

resource utilization and launches the migration from one 

machine to another within same or different data centers. To 

ensure equal utilization of resources to avoid overloading in 

data centers various load balancing strategies are proposed. 

With the rapidly increasing scale of data centers, it becomes 

a challenge to design an efficient load balancing method via 

VM migration without degrading application performance. 

Hence this paper reviews the brief description about the 

distinct load balancing techniques with their merits. Some 

future research ideas are also suggested. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The most emerging research area for the past few years is 

cloud computing that is offering shared computational 

power of the resources on demand (pay-as-per use model). It 

is an internet technology that uses the central remote servers 

and internet to manage the data and its applications [1]. It 

has become a highly demanded service due to advantages of 

cheap cost of services, scalability, availability, high 

computing power, accessibility. Cloud Service Providers 

like Google, Amazon offer their services without installation 

and access their files at any PCs, mobile devices with 

internet access according to Infrastructure as a Service, 

Platform as a service and Software as a service. The 

virtualization is key feature of cloud computing that 

involves the creation of multiple virtual machines on single 

physical computer [2]. The multiple OS can execute on the 

single OS underlying the same hardware platform. In 

virtualized data centers, multiple clients can share the same 

hardware resources (workload) and the resources supplied to 

clients can be scaled dynamically [3]. 

II. VIRTUAL MACHINE MIGRATION 

To eliminating the supervision pf human beings, the virtual 

machine migration [4] technology is assisted by the various 

cloud service providers to manage resources. It can achieve 

multiple goals such as load balancing, green computing, 

energy efficiency, fault tolerance and real time server 

maintenance. In this technology the overloaded or under 

loaded VM is transferred from one server (machine) to 

another as shown in Fig 1. Unlike non-live migration, live 

migration does not suspend application service prior to 

VMM process. Algorithms used for live migration are as 

follows:- 

A. Precopy 

In the precopy algorithm, the entire contents of memory 

resources are copied from source to destination by 

interchanging the execution states at targeted host. If the 

migration is failed the VM is still responsive at source and 

the migration process can be reverted at source. Most 

popular hypervisors like VMWare, Xenand KVM, etc have 

adopted this approach. 

B. Post Copy 

In the postcopt approach, if migration fails the VM is 

stopped at the source host and switches the execution states 

at destination host to resume the VM. After that copy the 

memory pages via network links. The VM at destination 

host start responding immediately.  

C. Hybrid Algorithm 

Firstly at source, required memory pages migrated in 

precopy phase, then the execution states will be 

interchanged and VM resumed at destination host. After 

that, the remaining memory pages will be processed by 

postcopy algorithm via network link. Fever number of pages 

need to be accessed from the source thus this leads to 

increase the performance. Total migration time is also better 

than precopy and postcopy approach. 

 
Fig. 1: Load Balancing using Virtual Machine Migration 

However the cloud data centers contains the 

physical resources with higher storage capacity and high 

network speed but for the better utilization of all the 

hardware and software resources, data centers need best 

scheduling and load balancing algorithms. Load balancing is 

the process of reassigning the total load(CPU, Memory, 

Network) to the individual nodes (physical machines, 

servers, network interfaces, hard drivers or other computing 

resources) of system with eliminating the condition where 

some of the nodes are highly loaded and some are lowly 

loaded [5]. These algorithms are beneficial for proper 

utilization of all the resources and to improve the response 

time of the job. The goal of load balancing is to fulfill the 

request at low cost with reliable resources, scalability, 

stability, to improve the system condition and performance 
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under high load or request rate. Various types of load 

balancing algorithms are Sender initiated, Receiver initiated, 

symmetric depend upon the current condition of the system 

i.e. Static or Dynamic. Load balancing techniques can be 

compared on basis of some metrics like throughput, SLA 

violations, overhead, response time, resource utilization, 

scalability, performance, fault tolerance. 

III. THE VARIOUS LOAD BALANCING TECHNIQUES THAT 

ENABLE LIVE MIGRATION ARE 

There are number of load balancing techniques used via 

virtual machine migration to reduce the downtime delay. A 

review of some of these strategies is as given below: 

A. Ant Colony Optimization VM migration 

ACO-VMM [6] is the Ant Colony Optimization algorithm 

used with Virtual Machine Migration technology in which 

local migration agent independently examine the resource 

utilization and launches the migration. To avoid unnecessary 

migrations, it takes the current and last condition in account. 

ACO belongs to Swarm intelligence category that is based 

on real behavior of living organisms like ant colonies, fish 

schools, flocks of birds and herds of land animals. The ACO 

optimization algorithm is proposed by Macro Dorigo [7] to 

based on the behavior of ants foraging for food for finding 

the real optimal solution. The basic idea behind this 

algorithm is that ants leave pheromones (markers) when 

passing a route(node) and the other ants follow that path to 

reach the destination by positive traversing strategy or 

negative traversing strategy.  

 In the positive traverse strategy the ants choose the 

way with more pheromones  

 In Negative Traverse Strategy the ants less likely to 

traverse the way with more pheromones.  

Restrict the value of pheromone in interval [τmin, 

τmax], to prevent the amount of pheromone from being too 

large or too small. The ants will leave more pheromones 

when the load condition of the destination PM is higher or 

the bandwidth between the original and destination PM is 

less. 

1) Algorithm 

1) Step 1. If load condition if i-th PM> threshold then 

find the sorted list of VMs that should migrate. 

2) Step 2. While i<N-1  

3) Step 3. Do produce ants and Traversing according to 

positive traversing and update the amount of 

pheromone. 

i=i+1 

4) Step 5. Produce ants and traversing according to     

negative.  

5) Step 6. Obtain a list of low load condition PMs. 

6) Step 7. Match the PMs and VMs. 

7) Step 8. Get the new mapping relationship. 

 Results: ACO-VMM reduced the number of migration, 

minimized SLA violations, maintain performance level 

by achieving load balance in data centers. 

B. Taskbased System Load Balancing with Particle Swarm 

Optimization VM Migration 

A TBSLB_PSO Load Balancing with Particle Swarm 

Optimization [8] is a technique, in which extra tasks are 

migrate from an overloaded VM instead of transfer the 

entire overloaded VM. The main objective of TBSLB-PSO 

is to minimize task execution time and minimize task 

transfer time. This method eliminates VM downtime and the 

risk of losing the last activity performed by customer and 

increase quality of service experienced by cloud customer. 

There is no need to use the VM pre-copy process .PSO is a 

Swarm Optimization algorithm based on the behavior of 

birds [9]. It is a population-based search algorithm in which 

particles are flown through hyper-dimensional search space. 

To emulate the success of their individuals, the location of 

particles is changed according to social-psychological 

tendency of each individual. The positions are changed on 

the basis of their own experience and of neighborhood 

experience. 

1) Algorithm 

1) Step 1. Input information related to VMMs, VMs, 

PMs, SLA.      

2) Step 2. Monitor information related to VMs workload. 

3) Step 3. Determine the overload VMs, Host VM set and 

Tasks set which are migrated. 

VMrw = VMw − VMet   and 0 ≤ VMrw ≤1 

Host VMset= {vm, ……, vmm}, 

Tset= {t1,……….,tn}. 

4) Step 4. Apply PSO method:  

 Create the initial population array of every particle  

 i (_Xi).  

 Determine allocatedVM for each arrival task. 

 Calculate the fitness function f (time) for every particle 

and calculate its optimization fitness function. 

min f (time)=(Texe + T trans)+(maxmk=1 Texek) 

 Compare each and every particle’s with the personal 

best fitness function(_x pbesti) 

 If current value of particles better than _x pbesti, then 

put the current value _x pbesti and the best position pi 

= current location _xi in n-dimentional space. 

 Then identify the particle in the neighbour’s with best 

global success so far as _xgbesti, and assign its index 

to variable g as the best global position 

 Change the velocity and position of particle. 

 If criterion is met then output best particle position else 

goto step 2. 

5) Step 5. Obtain task migration schema and transfer the 

tasks to Host VMs. According to output update the 

blackboard and scheduler information. 

 Results: By avoiding choosing the idle PMs as new 

host this algorithm reduce the time consumptions and 

energy consumptions, it reduce downtime memory, 

usage of memory and consumption of cost because 

there is no need to pause the VMs during migration.  

C. Honeybee VM Migration 

Honeybee colony optimization algorithm [10] is type of 

swarm optimization category that is based on priority of 

tasks. At first, from the bee hives the scout bees forage the 

food source and then return back home and perform a 

waggle dance. The location of the food sources are selected 

randomly. Other bees judge the waggle dance in the hive 

and get an idea about the quality of food and distance from 

bee hive. Then the scout bees guide the forager bees to the 

food sources and the forager bees start to reap it. The honey 

bee is mapped as a cloudlet(task) that are assigned in the 

VMs for execution and the food sources are treated as VMs. 
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When the honey bees depleted at a food source then the VM 

is overloaded. When the foraging bee finding a new source 

then the removed tasks will be schedule to under loaded 

VMs. The lowest priority tasks is selected for removing 

(transfer) from the overloaded VMs. It consider the 

priorities of tasks in the waiting queue of VMs and task with 

least priority is selected for migration 

1) Algorithm: 

1) Step 1: find the load on heavily loaded and 

underloaded            VMs. 

2) Step 2: find how many under loaded VMs are 

available and needed heavily loaded VMs. 

3) Step 3: find VM sets by sorting the overloaded and 

underloaded VMs. 

4) Step 4: sort the tasks based on priority in the 

overloaded VMs. 

5) Step 5: find a suitable underloaded VM for each 

task in each overloaded VM. 

6) Step 6: update the under loaded and over loaded 

VM sets and goto step 1. 

 Results: minimum makespan, minimize degree of 

imbalance, maximizing throughput, minimum waiting 

time, low overhead, minimum number of tasks 

migrations, reduce response time and QOS. It 

considers the priority of tasks in the waiting queues 

and no tasks are needed to wait for processed.  

D. Network Aware VM Migration 

In this paper the network topology aware parallel migration 

is used to speed up the load balancing or minimize the joint 

multi-resource imbalance in data centers. The migration 

delay based on network topology of data center is 

considered, especially large hop distance is between the 

migration pairs of machines. The VM migration-based 

multi-resource migration is transformed to the minimum 

weighted matching problem over weighted bipartite graph. 

The Hungarian method is used to obtain the 

minimum weighted matching pairs and parallel migrate 

multiple VMs from the over loaded VMs to under loaded 

VMs to reduce the time it takes to reach a load balanced 

state. In this approach by consider the underlying network 

topology the VMs migrate parallel between independent 

pairs of hosts to minimize the time till reached the 

egalitarian state(without consider waiting time to offload 

workload). The weighted bipartite graph (WBG) is used in 

which  the two disjoint set of  vertices i.e. Trigger (TR) node 

and Non-Trigger(NTR) nodes are selected as  over utilized 

and underutilized hosts . 

Let Host H= {h1, h2, h3….hm} and 

VM V= {vm1, vm2, vm3……vmn} 

1) Algorithm 

1) Step 1: Input two disjoint set of vertices i.e. Trigger 

(TR) node and Non-Trigger (NTR) nodes. 

2) Step 2: Each edge is designated with a weight 

according to Multi-resource requirement of VMs, The 

various resource capacities of hosts, the network cost 

between two hosts. 

3) Step 3: The candidate selection policy and location 

policy used to generate edges and edges weight for 

WBG. 

 Candidate policy: If removal of this VM turns a 

triggered host into non-triggered host then VM is 

candidate  

 Else all tenant VMs in this triggered host are chosen 

for candidate set 

 Location policy: selects the destination host to which 

the candidate VM is previously selected for migration 

 Calculate cost with each (vmβ, ha) with relaxed best fit 

method. 

4) Step 4: Multiple candidate select the same destination 

host, it causes multiple edges between triggered and 

non- triggered nodes thus discard the edges except the 

smallest weight edges. 

5) Step 5: Construct Weighted bipartite graph G= (V, E, 

W) where E is the edge set obtained from (5), W is the 

cost function  

6) Step 6: Use Hungarian method to solve minimum 

weighted matching problem with perfect matching. 

Adds pseudo nodes to either TR or NTR, which one 

has the smaller number of nodes. The large value is 

also added from pseudo node to all other nodes in the 

other set. 

7) Step 7: From the outcome of each match the NABM 

migrate VMs from triggered nodes to their 

corresponding non-triggered nodes in parallel except 

the pairs connected with pseudo edges, those step is 

continue until no triggered node is left or match 

consists of nothing but the pseudo edges. 

8) Step 8: location policy add the hop distance between 

source and destination hosts to reflect impact of 

network to VM migration time. Migration time 

proportional to communication distance and VM 

transfer memory and Disproportional to bottleneck of 

end hosts’ NIC bandwidth. 

9) Step 9: Calculate the cost. 

1) Results: Compatible with multi-resource load 

balancing, improve performance, improve balanced 

time, gain 10% throughput by assuming a large batch 

application running on all VM. 

E. Adaptive Live Migration 

In the adaptive live migration strategy the history records 

are mapped to take future placement decisions. It is a 

dynamic load balancing strategy which uses pre-copy 

technique to achieve scheduling through live migrations. 

Unlike process migration, Adaptive Live Migration is an 

OS-level methodology that migrates all the running 

applications, virtual CPU, emulated devices state and guest 

OS memory data all together with their hosting OS was 

presented. This technique uses live migration in which VM 

migrate from the source VMM (Virtual Machine Monitor) 

to target VMM without halting the migrating guest OS. 

Apply workload-adaptive live migration algorithm to 

decrease the VM downtime and improve the user 

experience. Load balancing algorithm is centralized means it 

makes one machine as control node which runs the cloud 

management software and controls other node where several 

VM is running. 

1) Algorithm 

1) Step 1: Collect the load values on each computational 

node like CPU and Memory load. 
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2) Step 2: Determine whether to trigger the live migration 

or not by using threshold based strategy. 

If Cm > T then live migration will be triggered 

Cm = (Cdiffmax + Cdiffmin)/2 

Where Cm = mean value of max and min distances, 

T = threshold. 

3) Step 3: Check the load history to schedule the Live 

Migration. 

 If previous records exist then choose same source and 

destination nodes. 

 If similar records exits then just follow the latest 

records. If can’t find any record then the current 

situation is totally new. 

 The node is set as source if Ci.value near to Cdiffmax 

and set destination if Ci .value near to Cdiffmin. After 

migration add such situation as a new entry in the 

history records. 

a) For Generic Applications 

The pre-copy techniques are used to achieve the scheduling 

through live migration and compress the dirty pages before 

transmitting it. When data is compressed it takes less time to 

transfer through the network and network traffic is reduced. 

4) Step 4: At first migration epoch, all the memory pages 

are transmitted from source to destination while VM is 

still working. 

5) Step 5: For subsequent migration epochs, the dirty 

bitmap is checked to determine which memory pages 

have been updated. The VM continues to run on source 

node during these epochs while only pages that are 

updated newly are allowed to transmit.  

6) Step 6: Before step 4 and 5, in the address- indexed 

cache of previously transmitted pages the dirty data is 

checked, if there is a cache hit then whole page is XOR 

with the previous transmission one and the difference 

is Run –Length Encoded (RLE). The difference is 

transmitted that is obtained only from the previous 

transmission of same memory. 

7) Step 7: Then apply General _purpose quick 

compression technique implemented in zlib[] on the 

memory data which is not present in the cache. 

8) Step 8: After that VM is stopped on the source node, 

the remaining data is transmitted to target node and 

VM is resumed. 

b) For memory intensive applications 

The above migration is not compatible with memory 

intensive applications in which memory is updated high 

frequently. Assume a memory page is frequently updated 

then its copy will be compressed and transferred on each 

migration epoch. Then the VM can be assigned up to several 

gigabytes of memory to run the guest OS, is the worst 

condition. Therefore the Adaptive Live Migration is 

proposed to overcome this problem. 

 Step 4: After all the migrations are triggered, pages 

transmitted from source to destination while the VM is 

still working.  

 Step 5: At the source node the VM is suspended until a 

minimum and necessary execution state of VM has 

been transmitted to target and resumed there. 

 Step 6: If the resumes VM wants to access a memory 

page that have not been updated , then the page fault 

will be generated and redirected to the source node . At 

the source node, fault will be responded by fetching the 

corresponding memory pages, then compressing and 

transmitting them to the target node. 

 Results: faster processing, improve user experience, 

almost reduce 79% decision generating latency, 

minimal downtime up to 73%,  

IV. CONCLUSION 

Load balancing becomes more complex in heterogeneous 

data centers, so VM migration is used to overcome the 

problems of traditional load balancing strategies. In VM 

migration the overloaded VMs are migrated from one PM to 

another for proper utilization of resources. In this paper, we 

presented various VM migration strategies and their 

performance has been evaluated by using various parameters 

like SLA Violations, number of migrations, throughput, 

downtime etc. The results prove that these approaches 

worked well as compare to previous approaches. In future 

work, these algorithms are combined with some heuristic 

algorithms like genetic algorithm or use improved 

algorithms of these approaches like max-min ACO, ABC 

etc. 
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